
Rewarding you for being healthy 
A guide to Ping An Health Vitality Lite 2016

Expertise makes life simple



When you feel healthy, life is good.

Vitality motivates you to improve your health by giving 
you Vitality Coins when you complete healthy activities.

The more you do, the more Vitality Coins you’ll earn 
and the more rewards you can enjoy.



It’s easy to earn coins and enjoy great rewards

1
Earn Vitality 
Coins every 

day

Complete 
healthy activities

Complete 
bonus activities

+

2
Exchange 

Vitality Coins 
for rewards

Vouchers and other gifts

A ticket in the 
Grand Reward Draw  

3
Share your 

success with 
your friends

“I’ve levelled up  to 
Gold and earned 200 
bonus Vitality coins!”



ID number
Member number/ sub-policy number
( can be found on your PAH direct billing card)

Mobile number

How to earn your first coins and enjoy your first reward

Scan the QR Code Follow Log in with TOA. If you don’t have TOA, 
please register with the information below:Ping An

Healthy 
Living

Log in and receive
your first coin

View the Vitality
activities

Find out your
Vitality Age

Earn Vitality coins Exchange your Vitality coins for a reward or
complete more activities to earn more Vitality coins 



With Vitality there’s something for everyone

Day one
John registers on Vitality 
WeChat, finds out his Vitality 
Age, and learns about his 
nutrition and stress levels.

Day two
John reads health articles, shares a 
health tip and healthy motivation to 
WeChat moments, uploads his health 
check-up report from one month earlier* 

Links the Lovefit app and starts to 
track his physical activity.

He continues to  track his 
activity and share his 

success with his friends on 
WeChat.

He reaches his step goal  to 
complete all Silver activities and 
levels up to Gold.

Along the way Mary 
exchanges her coins and enjoys rewards

Completes all Bronze 
activities and levels up to 
Silver! 

100

135

320

Day two onwards
She logs in every day, reads health 
articles and shares a health tip and 
healthy motivation to her WeChat 
moments.

80

200
Bonus

100
Bonus

Day one
Logs in and  finds out her Vitality 
Age, and learns more about her 
nutrition and stress levels.

100

Completes all Bronze activities 
and levels up to Silver! 100

Bonus

Along the way John 
exchanges his coins and enjoys rewards*

1 movie tickets 1 RMB 50 
Gap Vouchers

John is a 26 year old account-
ant who enjoys running and 
hiking. 

She also exchanges 4 coins for 
a ticket in the Grand Reward 
Draw and wins an Apple 
watch.**

2 RMB 50 
Amazon voucher

Mary is a 22 year old market-
ing assistant. She does not 
exercise often, but enjoys 
sharing with her friends on 
WeChat.

*The number of coins required to get a reward will di�er based on your Vitality product.
**Rewards will vary per reward draw.

The following weeks



400 883 3663 (option 2) health.pingan.com


